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ELTIM high-end POWER AMPLIFIER  modules 
PRELIMINARY                                                         updated February 10th, 2016 

 

CM-250  Current Stage module 
 
Due to our completely different way of thinking when it comes to 
PCB design and layout, mechanical and thermal stress, magnetic 
interference, EMI, etc., an ELTIM amplifier built with our modules 
looks and acts a bit different. Actually, by now messages come in 
with words a “breath taking, emotional, no amp at all, etc.” 
Several audiophiles state that our amps can compete with the  
highest ranked amplifier brands known today. Who are we to doubt it? 
A REVIEW by Bert Oling announced in Dutch HVT audio magazine, feb. 2016 ? issue.        www.hvt.nl 
 

With this CM-250 we added a new type of Current Stage module to our program. They are a logical follow 
up of the introduction of the MODU Mini Pesante cabinets, models perfect to build a Monoblock structure. 
Now you can build your own Monoblock. Just use this CM-250 and a VS-150 Voltage Stage module, ready. 
 
 

Introduction 
In order to make a true difference, 
the regular known power amplifier 
schematics are split in a voltage- and 
a current stage board in order to 
provide the long list of demands. In 
other words, only a combination of a 
CS- (or CM-) and a VS-module form a 
functioning power amplifier module!  
 
The CM-modules we present here are 
most convenient to use Current Stage 
modules, since we managed to 
design them with integrated power 
supply. They exactly fit in the 
recommended MODU Mini 
Dissipante cabinets, 340mm wide, 
400mm deep. 
 
You just need to connect a Voltage 
Stage board, a transformer and 
in/output connectors with it.  
With optimal cooling this module can 
perform up to 600W into 4 ohms, 
enough for most demanding use. 
While using a separate VS input 
board, you could decide to make one 
you believe is better than ours! 
 
Basically, the models listed at 
following pages are the same. We 
only use different combinations of 
Power Fets,  Power Supply capacitors 
and transformer.  
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This CM-250 power (current) stage PCB highlights: 

 Locations for GSD (we use EXICON) oriented power Mosfet transistors. 

 L-mounted to heat sink, which is electrically separated from the PCB. 

 On board power supply (just transformer needed as extra) with multiple capacitor type layout: 
o 2x radial mounted, Ø90 (75 on RQ)mm ultra-high grade,  MUNDORF MLHC 
o 2x2 radial mounted, Ø25mm, high grade MUNDORF MLGO 

 MUNDORF Supreme capacitor in zenerdiode (idle current) circuit. 

 RF-interference blocking capacitors (WIMA) in strategic positions. 

 All resistors are non-inductive Metal Oxide Resistors (MOX 1%), long life. 

 Larger resistors Vishay RTO20 (TO220/thick film) and MUNDORF MRes20, both non-inductive. 

 Current driven high power feedback in the centre of PCB with multiple paralleled resistors, 
reducing noise. In fact, with none of our amps noise is heard, not even with an ear at the tweeter. 

 Venting holes in the PCB allow vertical air flow where cooling lengthens lifespan (which is an 
“error” in lots of designs). 

 Speaker output directly at the connectors location.  

 The absence of a coil in the output line results in way better impulse behaviour. 

 Separate Current stage (CS) and Voltage stage (VS) voltage rails. 

 Separate tracks for Power/feedback gnd, Speaker gnd, VS-gnd and input 
ground.  

 Milled, gold plated beryllium copper connectors, with multiple pin connections. 

 Speaker signal for signalling/protection purposes at all connectors. 

 PCB position to mount an NTC/PTC at centre, connected to both horizontal connectors. 

 Idle current can be controlled and adjusted externally by a DC-signal coming from the centre 
connector. 

 Extra connector for mounting of a Voltage regulator board or Protection module. 

 5-pole screw terminal for connection of a transformer and earth. 

 Dimensions: 400x250mm. Height is depending on capacitors used (71-103mm). 
 
In this CM-250 we use unique EXICON Mosfets.  
Extremely linear, but slightly less efficient and also less “happy” 
with heavy loads compared to the Hexfets we use in some  
other CS-models. The sound quality appears to be truly breath 
taking as seen in our demo room more than once by now. 
 
Unlike other Mosfets these EXICON’s won’t break down  
though while using them so.  We tested them with a  
2 ohm load/50W on a too small heat sink for 24 hours  
to make sure, as we did with the Hexfet models…..  
 
Quite unique are the Safe Operation Area (SOA) charac-
teristics of these Mosfets. A lot of (Mosfet) amplifiers 
break down because the power transistors are driven 
outside this SOA easily: high demands, high temperature, 
etc.  About all use the Sanken types.  
Due to their bad SOA behaviour they use several paralleled 
Mosfets, looking quite impressive, but will slow down the  
amp due to higher gate capacitance.  
With the rated  total power we have in mind for these 
Monoblocks we just used enough Mosfets to make it work. 
Doing so, we keep the total gate capacitance as low as  
possible in order to make the amp as fast as possible. 
  
The Mosfets we use have a very wide working area and                                                Source:  Exicon 

they will hardly break down. The new Exicon lateral  
Mosfets simply don’t have a SOA  -)    > > > >  
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CM-250 RQ  model with 2x 22.000uF/80V MUNDORF MLHC 125º radial, highest grade, ultra-low ESR capacitors and 

2x2 1000uF/100V MUNDORF MLGO 125º radial, high grade, low ESR capacitors on board. 
FOUR pairs of unique EXICON 8A/200V/125W, TO-247 audiophile Mosfets mounted. 

Reference quality.  It outplays some esoteric priced (even Tube) Monoblock power amplifiers….. 

 
Very cautious theoretical figures. Practice will show higher figures. 

 

Frequency range:  DC - >350kHz (limited and defined by VS-module used) 
Distortion figure (THD): < 0,001%   (1W/1kHz/8ohm) 
    < 0,002%   (80W/1kHz/8ohm) 
Slew rate:   > 45V/uS  (@ +/- 30V). Limited by AC-input filter on VS-module used. 
Harmonics:   <-55dB, NONE specific, see graph right below. 
Damping factor:  > 800  
Input voltage:  1 Volt 
Input impedance:  47kOhm 
Output load:  4(2)-16 Ohm  
Capacitor bank:  2x  22.000uF/80V Mundorf MLHC + 2x2 1000uF/100V  Mundorf MLGO 
Recommended trafo: 2x 50V  625VA 
Max. Trafo voltage:  2x 55V 
Dimensions:  400x250x65mm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture soon
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CM-250 HRQ  model with 2x 47.000uF/100V MUNDORF MLHC 125º radial, highest grade, ultra-low ESR capacitors and 

2x2 1500uF/100V MUNDORF MLGO 125º radial, high grade, low ESR capacitors on board. 
FOUR pairs of unique EXICON 16A/200V/250W, TO-264 audiophile Mosfets mounted. 

Reference quality.  A rock solid power amplifier outplaying some top brands….. 

 
Very cautious theoretical figures. Practice will show higher figures. 

 
Frequency range:  DC - >350kHz (limited and defined by VS-module used) 
Distortion figure (THD): < 0,001%   (1W/1kHz/8ohm) 
    < 0,002%   (80W/1kHz/8ohm) 
Slew rate:   > 40V/uS  (@ +/- 30V). Limited by AC-input filter on VS-module used. 
Harmonics:   <-55dB, NONE specific, see graph right below. 
Damping factor:  > 1000  
Input voltage:  1 Volt 
Input impedance:  47kOhm 
Output load:  2-16 Ohm  
Capacitor bank:  2x  47.000uF/100V Mundorf MLHC  + 2x2 1.500uF/100V  Mundorf MLGO 
Recommended trafo: 2x 65V  1000VA   
Max. Trafo voltage:  2x 65V  
Dimensions:  400x250x75mm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture soon 
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Some measurement data: 
Since there are people who prefer to measure instead of listening: 

   
               Square wave signal without ANY irregularities                     Freq. domain (100kHz wide) without any significant harmonics. 

              It also shows a slew rate of around 60V/uS.                           Measurement close to full power (+/- 30V power supply) 
 Limiting factor is the low-pass network in the input circuit here! .                                17,9Vrms equals 40Wrms @ 8 ohms. 
       Also, 60V/us is about the limit of our measuring equipment!                       NOT the more convenient 1W as mostly shown!         

 
Both graphs are measured on CS-80 RQ/VS-20  

 
HEAT SINK data 
In order to save the power transistors for a heat overload, you have to use a correct sized heat sink, capable  
to drain the heat produced in an efficient manner. We did some calculations already for you: 

 
You’ll find the Kelvin/Watt rate (K/W) with the heat sinks listed.  But, what does it mean? 
 
 
Example:  a heat sink listed as 1K/W means that the temperature of the heat sink rises 1 ºC (or K) with every 
watt it has to dissipate. Considering that electronics (especially capacitors) better stay below about 100ºC and 
the temperature of the environment is about 20ºC, there is a “working area” left of around 80ºC.  
In the graph above we used this 80ºC workspace and converted the horizontal scale into output power, based 
on the fact that an analog A/B amplifier dissipates around 30-35% of input power at higher power levels. 
   

We have several suitable  heat sinks in our program. 
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CONNECTOR FUNCTIONS 
The large horizontal connector of this CM-250 module is meant to connect a protection OR a voltage regulator 
board. A protection board will control all 6 power transistors in their functioning. 
Standard we will fit  two fuses over this connector. A Voltage Regulator board fits without extra work done. 
While mounting a protection board, you need to remove these fuse holders and solder two connector stripes 
2x6 pin instead. Then a protection module can be mounted.  
 

In the pictures there is a 5-pole screw terminal. 4 poles are for the double secondary windings of a 
transformer, the centre one is to make a connection to earth. It fits up to 2,5mm² wires. You could mount 
6,3mm tongues instead of this 5-pole screw terminal as well while buying a kit version. 
 

The centre connector is where our VS-150 Voltage Stage module is connected. See the VS-150 datasheet for 
more info. For now, we mention that it will be available with a line  and a balanced input. 
 
Besides the needed connections for basic amplifier function, there are also connections for the NTC and the 
centre contact leads to the idle current potmeter. With later VS-modules you could adjust idle current, f.e. to 
switch to class A mode automatically when only low power is used or to class B when NO power is used ……. 
 

The speaker connectors are to be connected by  6,3mm tongues at the back end of the PCB.  
 
Due to the heavy currents (= interference) this module can produce, we decided that with this CM-150 the 
input signal is transferred to the VS-150 module by about 30cm. of high quality shielded wire. 

 
SIZE MATTERS 
Our latest discovery, the unique EXICON lateral Mosfets do 125W 
(TO247 in RQ/MB versions) or even 250W by using a huge TO264 
(HRQ versions) casing. With an efficiency of 65% this means that 
35% of total power is dissipated in the power transistors, so they 
theoretically could deliver around 1000W/pair (dumping 500W of 
heat) IF they are sufficiently cooled, which is hardly ever the case 
under common used construction techniques….. 
 
Placing them close to each other, trying to impress you, as we 
see so often makes it even worse, since this grouping causes a 
severe hotspot on just one location of the heatsink.  
This means that the power transistors will reach their max. 
working temperature way before their technical limits, which is a shame. 
We spread them over the heatsink to prevent this thermal effect and so use the transistors at full potential.  
In practise you will notice this, since even at a significant power level the amp will only become hand warm. 
 
Using even FOUR pairs close to each other as we have seen, makes no sense at all, especially not if they are 
fed by tiny PCB tracks on a minimum space board as we see at different webshops…... Four paralleled TO-264 
types can take a CONSTANT current of 64 amps, meaning that track width should be at least 21mm (35um 
copper layer).  Some PCB’s we saw are about 25mm in total and even use cheap 15um copper layers. 
In this amp module Speaker line track is 46mm wide at the smallest point and of course we use 35um copper 
layers. Doing so, we are sure that the musical peak currents will reach your speaker. 
 
If these other modules we saw were used at full, a heatsink NOR the PCB could take care of dumping the heat 
and currents produced while using an amp like this at full potential. Using 2mm “wide” PCB tracks followed by 
a € 1000,- speaker cable makes no sense, right?  So, our speaker line tracks are even far wider than the 
calculated 21mm. 
 
In our designs we have included these practical factors about invisible, not trying to impress you with a lot of 
unnecessary stuff, only slowing down the amps performance and emptying your wallet. 
We use as less and as good as possible components instead. 
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Cabinets 
With these CM-250 modules we made very large PCB’s, exactly fitting. 

 CM-250  RQ fits in the MODU 340mm wide, 400mm deep and 80mm high Mini Dissipante models: 

 
This cabinet has a total dissipation factor of around 0,16K/W or in other words, you can use it up to an output 
level of around 1000-1100W, so sufficient for the RQ model under normal environmental conditions @ 20ºC. 
You could even decide to tune it in the (not necessary) class A mode without thermal problems. 

 

 CM-250  HRQ fits in the MODU 340mm wide, 400mm deep and 120mm high Mini Dissipante models: 

 
 

This cabinet has a total dissipation factor of around 0,14K/W or in other words, you can use it up to an output 
level of around 1200-1300W, so sufficient for the HRQ model under normal environmental conditions @ 20ºC. 
You could even decide to tune it in the (not necessary) class A mode without thermal problems. 
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COOLING 
Unlike so many other flat mounted boards we had to repair in the past due to overheating of components 
(bad soldering as result), we took special care in order to flow cool air  from below the PCB, “breathing” 
through numerous holes in those areas where it could become hot if you stress this amp module to its limits. 
F.e. close to the heat sink and power transistors there are several 4mm holes and also under the power 
resistors you will find some smaller holes. Also at the front side there are some holes, so mounted in the 
exactly fitting cabinet shown above, there is air flow from under the PCB. That is, if you make this possible by 
making air vents in the cabinet at strategic positions…… It’s worth it to do so.  
 

POWER SUPPLY 
On these CM-250 boards we placed a symmetrical Power Supply already; you only have to connect a double 
secondary windings transformer to it. The most high quality MUNDORF MLHC power capacitors are used, in 
order to make sure that, due to the unbeaten low ESR figures and capability of delivering huge peak currents, 
this amp will give a rock solid and extremely fast performance, with an unbeaten bass fundament.  
The very high lifespan and 125ºC rating will ensure a long lasting life or your amplifier. 
 

NOTE: In a lot of amplifiers low lifespan capacitors are used, causing a dull bass response over time. If you 
have a nice amp with this “defect” you could decide to exchange the power Supply capacitors. 
We only have good quality types in our program. We’re sure that some will fit. 
 

THE MISSING PARTS, or less is more…. 
Since there are no DC-irregularities in the output while switching the amp on or off, there is NO speaker ”anti- 
plop" protection needed, mostly a relay in the speaker line, degrading sound quality.  
With this amp module there is just a tiny "tick", without any serious woofer DC shifts when power comes on 
and about 1,5 secs. some minor distortion when power comes down (@ around 15Vdc) before signal stops.   
If this distortion disturbs you, use our protection module preventing this event by discharging the power 
supply fast, instead of using a relay in the speaker line.  
 
There is also no output coil in the output line, meant to prevent current peaks. As a matter of fact, especially 
short impulse peaks make the music more real and this network is killing it…….  
So, we left this out. The Mosfets we use can easily handle these peaks (240A max…..), don’t worry.  
We did about all possible, 24 hours of clipping them, short circuit it (unintentionally of course….), etc. 
 
If you want to protect your speaker, you need one of our Protection modules. This module detects differences  
between in- and output signals and acts if this event occurs, f.e. overloading it or if the amp has a fault. 
I also checks the current flowing through all eight transistors separately. If one of them fails, the amp will shut 
down. This protection module also checks the heatsink temperature as well as the internal temperature. 
You could connect 1 or up to 4 LED’s: 

 *Distortion detected    *Overload detected    *Overheating detected 

 Sum of all three others (in case you only want one indication) 
All LED’s will blink more or less first; if no action is taken the amp shuts down. 
The protection module separates the power supply from the electronics and/or discharges them very fast, 
instead of a relay with unsuitable nickel/wolfram contacts causing distortion, especially with small signals. 
It’s logical to do so, since if the logic detects a failure, the amp should be switched off instead of just 
disconnecting the speaker…….  Since the amp appears to have a fault, its most illogical just to disconnect the 
speaker as about everybody else does. 
If no protection module is mounted, you can mount two fuses instead. 
 
 

Please note that this project has a way higher quality and longer lifespan than  
the $ 40,- kits you’ll find all over the internet. This appears to be true High-end and better…... 

So, obviously our ideas aren’t so bad at all  =)      It took a lot of development time though. 

 
These designs are copyrighted  

by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2016 © 
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